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What is the Background of the Federal
A,cknowled gment Regulations ?

What is the purpose of
Federal acknowledgment
regulations?

TffXoseofthe
acknowledgment regulations is to
acknowledge that a government-togovemment relationship exists
between the United States and
tribes which have existed since first
contact with non-Indians. Through
the process, the Government
determines whether it should
extend such a relationship to a
particular petitioner. The
acknowledgment regulations do not

apply to Indian tribes that are now
acknowledged. TheY aPPIY onlY to
those tribes which have not Yet
established such a goverrlment-togovernment relationshiP.

Is my tribe recognized?
A list of FederallY
recognized tribes is Published
periodically in the FEDERAL
REGISTER. CurrentlY, the
Federal Government recognizes
554 tribes. If the nltme of Your
tribe is not on this list, your tribe is
not now recognized bY the Federal

Government. This is true
even for
groups which have
been,r.ogr,ir.C
in the past.

How was F'ederal
a_cknowledgment done
before
the regulations went into
effect?

Who makes acknowledgment
decisions?

Before lg7 g, requests from
Indian goups for Fedeial

The Secretary of the Interior
has delegated authoriry
to mut.
acknowledgment decisions;;;i.
Assistant Secretary - Indian

Affairs.

.*",

What are Federal
regulations?

.

Regulations are written
rules
lh{ rhe govemment and petitioners
folow. They teil you *Jrii"-'""
government what to
do.

Most Federal regulations
expandon a specific law
or statute.
r ne f ederal regulations
are
the general authorify
lp-on
' delegated
to the Secretary

based

of the
Interior to deal with tnOians.
Regulations are sffonger
than
policy statements Ue.iuse
ttrey
hu::.gone through u pror.r,
publlc comment.

lf
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acknowledgment as ribes
were
determined on an ad hoc
basis.
Some ribes were acknowleOg*a
Uy
Congressional action. Orfr.ri*.r*
done by various forms of
administrative decision within
the
Executive Branch of the peOerJ -Government, or through
brought in the courts.

Ifow were the Federal
lcknowledgment regulations

developed?

Requests for Federal
acknowledgrnent increased
in the
1970's. As a result, the Federal
Acknowledgment project
ffnpl
was starfed in the Deparfment

hjrlgr.
lh*

of

Regularion, goor*ing
the administrative process
for
Federal acknowledgment
first
became effective October
2,,- lg1 g.The regulations were designed
to
provide a uniform process
to

review acknowledgment claimants
whose character and history varied
widely.
When the Federal
Acknowledgment project was first
established, the regulations were
designated as Part 54 of Title 25 of
the Code of Federal Regulations
(abbreviated as 25 CFR parr 54).

The regulations were officially
redesignated as Part 83 of Title 25
of the Code of Federal Regulations
(abbreviated as 25 CFR pan 83) by
Final Rule which was published in
the FEDERAL REGISTER, Vol.
47, No. 61, pages l33ZG-l33Zg,
Tuesday, March 30, 1982.

After an extensive process of
public consultation and commenq
the Federal acknowledgment
regulations under 25 CFR part 83
were revised in 1994. The revised
regulations were published in the
FEDERAL REGISTER, Vot. 59,
No. 38, pages 9280-9300, Friday,
February ?5,1994. The revisions
became effective March ZS,l9g4
and are designated 25 CFR parr 83.

Regutationscontainstheregurations"rr!r"i!r?rXL::::;X"{::tr;{f
this book contains the ruresfor acronwredgmenr. you
mayfind this book
in mast law libraries or you msy access pirt g3
on tne wi,s homepage.
The address is http://www.doi.gov; crick
on the BIA and then on the
Branch of Acknowtedgmmt and Research

a

Did the revised 1994
regulations make changes
which would result in groups
that would have been
acknowledged under the
L978 regulations not being
acknowledged?
No.

Did revised 1994 regulations
make changes which will
result in the
acknowledgment of groups
which would not have been
acknowledged under the
1978 regulations?
No.

May petitioners who were
furned down under the 1978
regulatious re-petition under
the revised 1994 regulations?
No.

What are the procedures
under the Federal
acknowledgment
regulations?
The regulations are
administered by the Branch of
Acknowledgment and Research
(BAR) in the Bureau of Indian

Affbirs (BIA).
Every goup which inquires
about petitioning for Federal
acknowledgment is sent a Packet
which includes a copy of the
regulations (25 CFR Part 83).
Petitions are evaluated under
mandatory criteria" or standards
described in the regulations.

Does the

BIA limit

acknowledgment of new
tribes to protect the interests
of recognized tribes?
No. The Federal
Government is obligated to
acknowledge unrecognized tribes
which have continued to exist and
which meet the criteria" established
in the acknowledgment regulations.

The function of the Federal
acknowledgment process is to
extend acknowledgment to those
petitioners who meet the criteri4
and to deny acknowledgment to
those petitioners who do not meet
the criteria-

Are politics involved in
applying the regulations?
No.

Part of the purpose of
the administrative procedures is to
remove the influence ofpolitical
pressures ftom the
acknowledgment process.
Opposition by state and local
governments or by recognized
tribes is not taken into account if it
is not based on the criteria- Only
evidence relating to the criteria is
considered in the decision.

Lefter-writing campaigns by
local citizens, whether in support of
or in opposition to a petition, do
not influence the recorlmendations
that are made to the Assistant
Secretary - Indian Affairs.

Are there any alternatives to
going through the process in
the 25 CFR Part 83
regulations?
Congress has the power to
acknowledge tribes through
legislation.
The President has the power
to acknowledge tribes by Executive
Order. However, since 1979,
Presidents have relied on the BLA
to acknowledge tribes through the
Federal Acknowledgment Process,
25 CFR Parr 83.
The Federal Courts have the
power to acknowledge tribes
through litigation. However, once
the Federal acknowledgment
process was established (FAp),
courts have directed petitioners to
exhaust their administrative remedy
(go through the FAP) before
seeking a remedy through the
courts.

is the purpose of the
lhat
Guidelines?

What is the

purpose of having guidelines
on top of the regulations?
These guidelines are
intended to explain the Federal
acknowledgment regulationr,

*d

provide suggestions to groups
which are interested in p.iri*ing
for acknowledgment.
to,

These guidelines axe
aimed
.
primarily at

the officers and
members of petitioning groups.
Persons who are .er.*.hingand

writing petitions will also
niC

useful.

tf,.*

Do the guidelines make
changes in the published
regulations?

N9. The guidelines cannot
,
cnange the regulations.

Wiil the guidelines be revised

and updated?

Since the guidelines
are not
. .. .
aodltlonal regulations or
6

requirements, they will be
expanded and updated periodically
as new, or frequently
asked
questions are received
from
petitioners and their researchers.
For this reason, the guidelines
a..
provided in a loose_leaf
format, so
updated pages can be sent
to you
and the old versions can
be
removed and replaced
with updated
versions.

If we follow the guidelines
exactly, will our group be

acknowledged?

Not necessarily. A petition
that has been prepared
exactly in
accordance with the guidelines,
but
which cannot demonstrate
that the
petitioner meets all of the
mandatory criteri4 will not
result
in a determination that the
petitioner is entitled to
be
acknowledged as a fribe.
The guidelines are intended
to assist petitioners and their
researchers. However, the
guidelines do not provide
a check
Iist or form for you to fill out
which
will automatically result in Federal
acknowledgment.

Ifow Do We Become a Petitioner?
Who can petition for Federal
acknowledgment?

Ax,n""xl'l**

petition for Federal

acknowledgment as an Indian tribe.

Are there any exceptions?
There is one exception. Any
group which previously petitioned
for acknowledgment but has been
denied Federal acknowledgment
under 25 CFR Part 83 may not re-

petition under
leadership.

a

new name and

How do we submit
Petition?

a

,You begin by writing a letter
stating your intent to petition and
mail it to the Assistant Secretary Indian Affairs, 1849 C Street,
N.W., Washington, D.C. 2A24A.

It doesn't

need to be
elaborate, and you don't need

letterhead paper, etc.

There's a sample at the end
ofthese guidelines.

Who should sign the Letter
of fntent to Petition?

letter of response to the
leader ofyour group; and

/Establishment of an
administrative file in the BAR.

The goveming body of the
petitioning group -- the leaders.

The name of your group will
be added to the next Status Report
issued by BAR.

What will happen after we
send in the Letter of fntent
to Petition?

BAR will send your grcup a
"petition packet" containing
information and sample forms to
guide the research which your

The Branch of
Acknowledgment and Research
(BAR) in the Bureau of Indian

group will need to undertake.

Affairs (BlA) will anange all of the
following items:

/Publication of a notice in
the FEDERAL REGISTER;

/Publication of a legal
notice in a local newspaper;

/Notification to the
Governor of your State;

/Notification to the
Attomey General of your State;

8
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After we file a Letter of
Intent to Petition, how long
do we have to prepare our
documented petition?
After you file a letter of
intent to petition, your group has
unlimited time under the
regulations in which to prepare and
submit a documented petition,
which includes the evidence and
arguments showing that your goup
meets the requirements for
acknowledgment.

It is important to keep the
BIA advised of your group,s
current address and leadership.
Some groups which submitrei
letters of intent to petition
in l97g
haven't been heardfrom ,in...fn.
BIA has not been able to find
them
during',locator proj ects,,,
undertaken every four or five
years.
They are still on the list of
petitioners.

7#Er+

The Branch of acknowtedgmew

Indian Affairs, MS

-

4603

and Research,s Address
is Bureau
O.r. 20240"

lv{IB, Washing,rr,

af

----

-'-|)>

What is the Branch of Acknowledgment
and Research

IBARX -

rflh. Branch of
I a.mowledgment and
Research, or'.BAR", is the
goverrrment offi ce principally
responsible for administering the
acknowledgment regulations, 25
CFR 83.

Where is the Branch of
Acknowledgment and
Research (BAR) located in
the Federal Government's
organization?

-

BAR is in the Executive Branch,
under the President; in the
Department of the Interior, under
the Secretary of the Interior; and
under the Assistant Secretary Indian Affairs;
in the Bureau of Indian Affairs,
under the Deputy Commissioner.
for Indian Affairs;
under the Director of the Office of
Tribal Government Services.

il

Does BAR establish
acknowledgm ent policy

?

The Branch of
Acknowledgment and Research
(BAR) does not make poticy.
e
duty of its staff is to evaluate
petitions under the policies
established by the regulations
and
to make recommenditions
to the
Assistant Secretary _ Indian
Affairs.

it

What does BAR do?
primary mission of the
BAR is to evaluate the evidence
presented by petitioners
to
determine if they meet the
criteria
to be acknowledgeo
F;;;;;i'
tribe. They base their "
recommendations to senior

*

managers in the BIA and
the
Deparfment ofthe Interior
on this
evaluation. The BAR staff
also
provides technical assistance
to
petiti oners, administrates
the
regulations and defends
the
decisions in appeals and
court.

What kind of technical
assistance is provided to
petifioners?
BAR provides technical assistance
to the petitioner and/or its
researchers throughout the
Acknowledgment process to
ensure
that the petitioner presents the

strongest case possible and
is not
turned down for technical reasons.
The amount of technical assistance
available depends in part on
the
resources available to the
BlA,
which is determined by rhe budget.

BAR may not conduct
research for the petitioner.
Examples of technical
assistance (T.A.) are:

/Conference calls with
petitioners and petition researchers;

lMeetings with petitioners
.
and researchers
at the

BAR office;

/Workshops for potential

petitioners, petitioners, and
researchers;

/Technical Assistance
t2

lefters reviewing the documented
petition;

/On-site visits to
petitioners; and

/These guidelines.

What kind of evaluation
does BAR do?
After the petitioner provides
a documented petition, the BAR
verifies, evaluates, and, to a limited
extent, expands petitions. The
BAR staffconducts an independent
analysis of the petition's narrative
text and its supporting documents.
The BAR staff members assigned
to your case will make a short
research trip to the petitioner's
home area to do this. BAR's
original research is primarily to
answer questions arising from the
evaluation of the petition.
The BIA cannot take the
petitioner's statements on face
value, as much as the petitioners
themselves may believe in them.
This is why petitioners must
document their claims, and
professional staff employed by the
BIA must veri$ the claims.

BAR makes its
recofilmendations based solely on

the available evidence. As such,
the team assigned to the case
reviews the petition thoroughly,
conducts limited additional
research, performs the required
analysis, and evaluates the
evidence. BAR then prepares
technical reports which discuss the
available evidence as well as a
sunmary reconmendation which
discusses whether the group meets
the seven mandatory criteria for
acknowledgment (25 CFR 83.7(a) (e))-

Iilhat administrative

duties

does BAR perform?
The BAR performs various
administrative duties concerning
petitioners. BAR is assigned
responsibility for processing letters
of intent to petition and
documented petitions.
The Branch Chief is
responsible for overall
management, ensuring that the
responsibilities assigned by the
regulations are caried ouL

Regional petition
administrators are professional staff
members who are assigned the
additional responsibility of keeping
track of petitioners in a particular
area of the country.
t3

Status reports, available
to
.the public,

are issued periodicallv.

but not on a regul*

,.n.Jui;.

-'-'

Ifow big is BAR?
does not qualifr as a
large,
:A}
raceless, goverrunent

bureaurlru.
l, i: lut .ntly autho rizedr, fr""*i'O
ftll-time e-mployees. Sometimes,
because of staff rurnover
and hiring
procedures, it has fewer
than that.
You will get to know your
contact
person.

Can we talk directly to the
BAR staff?
yes! The BAR
telephone

number is (202) ZAg_35g2:

What kind of professional
staff does BAR use to
evaluate petitions?
employs professional

staff in the followingihree
disciplines:

/Anthropolory,
/Genealogy, and
l4

/History.

How are BAR staff assigned
to particular petifions?
Basically, on a time_
available basis. Some sbff
members have special expertise
in
culterent pa.rts of the country
or
time periods, but they are .upubt.
of providing professionut ..ui.*
of
any petition to which they
are

assigned.

What are field visits?
During the active
consideration period, the BAR
staff
members assigned to evaluate
a
petition will make field visits
to rhe
area where the petitioning
group is
located. While they are in the
field, they will conduct in_depth
interviews with selected *.*Urrc
of_your group and gather
additional
information.

BAR Anthropologist Steven Austin, snnding
secondfrom lefi, poses for a picture with some of
the youngest and oldest members of the Snoqualmie
petitioner &ring avisit to the Snoqualmie ofice in
1994. The purpose of hisvisitwas to discass the
revised regulations with petitioners" TTze
S n o q ual m i e r e c e iv e d a p o s itiv e final de t er m inati on
in August 1997 mder these nqw regulations.

Is the BAR staff intrusive
during field visits?
Sometimes petitioners think
so.

questions the petitioner has not
previously considered. Sometimes
the member being interviewed
mistakenly thinks that he or she is
expected to have a lot of
specialized information.

If

so, why? Sometimes BAR
researchers ask questions about
topics that are uncomfortable to the

petitioner, but which are necessary
to obtain evidence to evaluate the
merits of the petition.
Other times, they ask

If BAR

asks for additional
information during the active
consideration period for a proposed

finding or while preparing a final
determination report, the simplest
and fastest thing for the petitioner
to do is just to provide it, if it is at
15

a-

hand. It may not be easy to explain
how the information requested
clarifies the overall description of
the petitioner, but the staffwon't
ask for it if they don't need it.

and recommendation are reviewed
by:

/the Office of the Solicitor,
Division of Indian Affairs:

lthe Office of Tribal
Do the petitioners have to
answer the questions?
No, but the purpose of the
questions is to gather information
to describe the petitioners as fully
as possible, not to build a case for
or against them. As often as not, it
is a benefit for the petitioners to
answer the questions because the
answers may help to resolve
conffadictions between what the
petitioner maintains and what other
documentation seems to suggest.

Who reviews the
recommendations made by
BAR staff before a decision
is issued?
There is "peer review" af the
technical reports by other members
of BAR staff and the Branch Chief
to ensure that they are clear and
consistent. Once the peer review is
completed, the technical reports
T6

Services;

/Office of the Deputy
Commissioner of Indian Affairs;
and

lthe Office of the Assistant
Secretary - Indian Affairs.

How Does a Petitioner Prepare a
Documented Petition?

"The Burden of
Proof is on the
Petitioner. "

Am,x-tn:,xr

mandatory criteria Failure to meet
any one of the mandatory criteria
will result in a negative decision.

lVhy do we have to
document our existence?

Mainly because the
Deparfment is obligated to provide
services and maintain a
govefirment-to-governm ent
relationship with all tribes that have
continued to exist. Federal
acknowledgment does not just say
that your ancestry is Indian or that
your cultural heritage is Indian. It
acknowledges yow fribe's stafus as
a government with independent
sovereignty derived from your
historical status as a fibe before
European contact and maintenance
of your governrnent without break
since then.
t'1

\

Positive decisions
acknowledge that a perpetual
govemment-to-government
relationship exists between your
tribe and the United States and
have fundamental legal, social and
economic impacts on your tribe,
your neighbors, and Federal, state,
and local governments. Therefore,
the petitioning process is
necessarily very thorough.

How long do we have to
prepare the petition?
Under the regulations, the
time between the filing of the lefter
of intent and the submission of the
documented petition is not limited.

is cheaper to document 2,000
members than 20,000 members.
The more of the work your
members do themselves on a
volunteer basis, the cheaper it will
be. The more consultants and
lawyers you employ, the more
expensive the process becomes.

Go to the library and
borrow or buy a couple of basic
books about how to write local
history, how to write family
history, how to do interviews, and
how to write research papers.
Keep them in the tribal office.
Read them! In the long run, they
will be a good investment.
Read about recruiting,
fraining, and using volunteers.

How much is this going to
cost us?

Why is this all
There is no one answer to
this question because the
petitioners vary greatly in the
e>rtent to which their history has
previously been documented. Cost
also depends to some extent on the
size of your group. It is simply less
expensive to document a petition
covering 200 members than a
petition covering 2,000 members; it
18

so

complicated?
It does seem complicated.
However, the regulations try to
ensure that each petitioner's case
will be treated fairly, that the

review will be complete, and that
all parties have a chance to present
information and to get access to
information about the case.

How much is enough?

if

Some petitioners think that
more than half (51 percent) of their
documents supports their case, they

will

be recognized.

If you submit

100 documents and 5l support
your acknowledgment, you will not
always be recognized.
Acknowledgment is not a numbers
game.

This is because the pieces of
evidence you submit do not carry
equal weight. Some documents,
such as a ratified treaty, prove a
fribe's existence at the time the
treafy was signed. Others, such as
a state driver's license with an
individual identified as "Indian,"
prove virnrally nothing about a
tribe's existence.
The BIA considers factors
such as the reliability of the
observer or witness, what is known
about a document's origin, and the
social and historical context of the
document. What counts in the long
run is the overall picrure that

Why doesn't the government
just accept the documents we
send them?
It's a matter of
accountability. A petition may
omit significant information, not
address all ofthe necessary factual
questions, or present factual
conclusions inaccurately.
The BLA is responsible for
defending acknowledgment
decisions, whether the decision
does or doesn't acknowledge a
tribe. The BIA makes the strongest
case possible so that the
govemment's decision stands up on
appeal or in court.

A decision to acknowledge

a

tribe based on weak evidence or
analysis may jeopardize the tribe's
status in the long run if the decision
cannot be defended.

It's not the volume of evidence,
but the QUALITY of
evidence which counts.

Where do we start?
An Indian tribe is a group of
people of American Indiaridescent
who have moved along together
t-hrough time, and somitirn-es,
also,
through various places along
migration routes.
To fface this movement, start
with your goup as it exist,
tojuy
and complete the following
steps:

/Define it (who

are your

members?);

/Describe it (where do rhey

live and what do they Oo togrtho
as a tribe?);

/Move

backwards in time
to shgw how your group
developed; and

.

{Finally, reach its origins.

This is your "historic tribe.,,

Avoid leaving undocumented
gaps in time by overlapping
your
do cumentati on wheneo..
p-or ri
You can do this by showing
the people in one Oorumrniatro
appear on earlier and later
documents-

li..
th;

20

For example, show that.your
mother, who was listed on uou.
tribe's roll in lg7g,upp.*"d *ith

her parents on the l9Z0 Federal
census. Show then that her parents
-- your grandparents -_ were listed

with their siblings on rhe l910
Federal Indian population schedule
and with their parents __ your great
grandparents -- on the 1900 Federal
Indian population schedule.
Continue to link the
generations using the documents
available. Show on the I gg0
Federal census where your great
grandparents lived with their
parents -- your gxeat great
grandparents. The lgg0 Federal
census would also show when
and
where your great great
grandparents were born.
These documents not only
show how you as an individual
descend from your great great
grandparents, but also show
with
whom your ancestors lived ,,in
fribal relations.', These neighbors

ofyour ancestors may hav*een

fribal members.

Use documentation to
connect each generation until You
locate your historic tribe. Once
you determine who your ancestors
were and where they were living,

you will be able to locate many
other documents that tell you about
their lives as tribal members and
their tribe's activities.

Maps can be important evidencefor petitioners and are ofienvery helpful in locating
the historic tribe. A Catifurnia petitioner claimed descentfrom a tribe which had signed
of
an unratifed treaty, but they wire unable to link their named ancestors to the signers
the
of
documents
the treaty itself, Research in tke National Archives located the actual
government agent tasked with planning the treaty's implementation- Researchers found
-in
petitioner's
hisfiles an-l864 sftetch map, showi above, with the English rutmes of the
the treaty tribe,
ancestors and a written explination which proved that they were part of
to proceed
whieh had been clearly reiogntzed in thatyear. This allowed the petitioner
previowly
under section S3.S ofihe ,riolotir^, whiih reduces the bttrden of proaffor
aclmowledged tribes.

2l

What Documents Do We

them.

Need?

What should we include?
Here are some basic tips:

{ I nclude records from the

modern period Many petitioners
forget to document the period after
World War
Apparently, they
assume that since they themselves
remember what has been going on
during the lifetimes of their oldest
members, everyone else
(specifically the BIA's researchers)
must know it also.

II.

/ Inclade records from all

fime periods so that the
generafions &re linked For
example, don't leave a gap
between the Civil War and 1900.

/ Make photocopies

of alt
the documents you used Make
sure the photocopies are legible.

Remember that everything
you submit becomes the property
ofthe government.

Can we use oral history?
Oral history is the spoken
record of a group, from the mouths
of its members, its non-Indian
neighbors, local officials, and
others.
You may use oral history as
direct evidence for the modern
period. For example, intewiews
with your tibe's leaders about their
tribal activities during the last ten
years, may be very useful evidence
for showing that your tribe exists as
a political entity today.

Don't put original documents
in the petition. Make photocopies.

You may also use oral
history when people are talking
about their own lifetimes. If
someone came and interviewed
members ofyour group in the
1920's or 1900's, you may use
those interviews for direct evidence
about those times.

Make photocopies of
everything you submit and keep

When people talk about
what they have heard -- what their

What shouldn't we include?

22

grandparents told them, for
example -- this evidence is not as
strong as personal, first-hand
accounts of actual experiences.
But you can use such stories about
long-past events as guideposts to
fi nding written documentation.

For example, if a person says
that her great-grandma rode an oxcart to the state line every autumn
to visit fiiends and relatives, go
search the records of the counties
she visited on both sides of the
state boundary. You might find her
tribe.

a good idea.

/

The regulations do not
require any particular style or
format for your footnotes and
bibliograPhY. Try to be consistent
and make sure the form You choose
provides a full identification for the
source cited. Other people should
be able to locate the documents
using the information you provide.

Are there any suggestions
for the exhibits?
When photocopYing excerPts
from published works:

How do we keep a record of
the information we find?
This is where that manual
about writing research papers that
you bought will be very helpful.
Basically, it wili tell you, in more
detail, to do the following things:

/Use

footnotes. Using
foohotes is a good way to tie your
documents to your namative.

/Provide

a bibliography.

List books and articles giving the
title, author, publisher, and place
and date of publication. List
newspapers by name and location.
Providing page numbers is alwaYs

/Be

sure to include the title
page and copyright page for books
and articles;

/Don't copy

so extensively
that you violate the copyright laws;

and

/Be

sure to include the
name, issue, and page of
newspaper items.

When photocopYing
documents from archives, on the
document's face (front side) write
the name of the archives and the
information used by the archives to
retrieve documents from their
23

"]

shelves.

/What your member

lnclude the information you
need to find the document again,
such as where you found it, the
record group number or name of
the collection, any file numbers,
subject headings or file locations.

says

about the document and the
scrapbook's origins. If she was
given the scrapbook by her father's
sister, for example, clearly indicate
this on or with the document.

IIow do we cite oral
Each archive has its own
way of fiiing documents. Some
organize them in "record groupso'
and others in manuscript
collections.

If the information is from a
member's scrapbook, etc., write
down:

interviews as sources?
If the information

was given

orally, note:

/Who

gave it;

/When

he/she gave it;

lThe

nslme of the member;

/His

lThe

date you made the

/Indicate why this person

copy; and

was interviewed.

,55ttl'r
."'r:?*-]'+^{*'
il;" 't
as \$1"- arrd 9
';*;Jil.frs$$:
*-tr" do"---tqr.s'+l
u

'

S"1l;"rre*r

or her address; and

Be specific about who was
interviewed, the date and place of
the interview, and who was
present. If possible, make a tape
recording or video for your group's
own pennanent records.

You may want to transcribe
some or all of the interviews to
submit as exhibits to the petition.
The appendix lists some
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basic manuals and reference books
which answer these questions in
much more detail.

with BAR staff, and deoide this
question.

What should we do if we
Do We Need Professional

Ilelp?
The expense of PreParing a
petition for Federal
acknowledgment is increased a lot
if the Soup decides to emPloY
professional researchers,
consultants, lawYers, ild a staff
that more or less Parallels that of
the BAR: a genealogist, a
historian, and an anthropologist. A
staff this size is clearly beyond the
resources of many small groups.

How much outside
assistance in preparing a petition is
necessary depends a lot on the
individual circumstances of the
petitioning group. For examPle, is
one of your members a retired high
school history teacher who is
willing to volunteer for fwo or three
years as project coordinator? Can
you get your teenagers into the
tribal office to do the filing?
The members of Your
governing body (council, board, or
elders) should read the regulations
(including the definitions), consult

decide we donft need outside
help and want to do it
ourselves?
The main advantage to doing
the petition yourself is that You
know your group better than
anyone else does. If You decide to
take this approach:

/ApPoint a coordinator;

/Make

a Plan about

how to

proceed and have it aPProved bY
the governing bodY or grouP and

follow it.

Why should we start at the
present and move

baclrward? I alwaYs thought
history started in the Past
and moved forward!
Because this is a nartalive about
your goup which is Petitioning.
You should alreadY have a Pretty
good idea of who Your members
are as you start Your Petition. The
petitioner -- as defined bY its

-

members should be the focus
the petition.

of

Indian Affairs?
If your goup sent its

Where should we begiu
looking for evid*oce?
Close-by. Consider the ripple
effect: just as those circles closest
to the rock thrown into the water
are clearest and best_defined,
so
are the records closest and most

recent to your group the most
informative about it.

/First

use local records:
family, church, school, county;

children to Indian schools, received
selices from the BlA, collected
annuity payments under treaties,
etc.-- probably, yes.
They may be found at the
National Archives or the regional
Federal Record Center. Historicat
BIA records are known as
"RG75." RG stands for the
"Record Group." Current files of
the BIA are found in the agency in
your area and in Washington
headquarters.

/Second, state records; and

/Finally, Federal records
(remember the census and use
it

tully).

Even if you hire consultants,
your group's petition will probably
proceed faster ifyou and your
consultant work together. Just
because you hire consultants
doesn't mean you can,t do many of
the things in this section.

If we can't find any BIA
records, why not?
There are many possible
reasons. For example, it may be
that an east coast tribe came to
terms with the colonial govemment
before the United States was
established, and never was under
the supervision of the BtA.

What kind of training do we

WilI there be anything in the

records of the Bureau
26

of

need?
Keep using and referring to

the research manuals you bought or
borrowed.

Call BAR for technical
assistance and advice"

If you need more, consider
frying to get further training for
your members who are doing the
research.

Where can our members

find training?
/Workshops--local
historical societies, genealogical

the regulations. Read them often.

{

T alk to BAR's researchers;
ask questions; ask for technical
assistance.

/Read past
acknowledgment decisions for
groups that might be similar to
y0urs.
Copies of these earlier
decisions are available free of
charge from BAR. Some are also
available from BAR's home page
which is on the BIA's home page
at htfp ://www. doi. gov.

societies, etc.;

/Your local community
college;

/Consult with successful
petitioners; and

/Afiempt to get
professionals in your town or
counfy who are not your members
to volunteer time to train your
members. The BAR is glad to talk
to these volunteers also.

Call or e-mail your regional
petition administrator at BAR and
ask which ones will be most
applicable to your case. For
instance, if your goup is located in
New England, you will probably
find the decisions about the
Narragansett in Rhode Island or the
Mohegan in Connecticut more
helpful than reading everyrhing that
was said about the Death Valley
Timbi-Sha Shoshone in California
or the San Juan Southern paiute
who were located in the middle of
the Navajo Nation.

How do we learn more about
acftnowledgment?

/Make

sure you understand

Obtain copies of past
petitions that might be similar to
yours. BAR staffcan suggest

which ones might be useful to your
case.

You may also want to read
court decisions concerning
acknowledgment. BAR staff can
point you to the most relevant ones.

What's the cost for getting
copies of other petitions?
The first 100 pages are free;
then 13 cents per page for the
remainder. Write to BAR for
specific cost estimates. you may
also read the petitions in person in
the BAR offices. Call ahead to
make sure the staff is ready when
you arrive.

What if we decide that werre
in over our heads?

Keep your options open: be
prepared to seek professional
assistance if you decide you
need it.
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Preparing a Petition

with Professional Assistance

If we decide that we do need
professional assistance, how
do we find it? How do we
locate professionals who can
help us?
The BIA will not tell you
who to hire, and the BIA does not
reconmend specifi c researchers.
However, the BIA will advise you
what types of skills the researchers

will need.

Start with the genealogy.
Hire a genealogist first. TheY will
try to trace your ancestry to a
historic tribe. A historian wiil next
build on what the genealogist has

found by placing the ancestors in a
historical context. FinaliY, the
anthropologist describes the social
and political entity your ancestors
maintained in the Past, and You
maintain today. Don't hire them all
at once. Stagger their work. This
is generally how BIA researchers
work too.
29
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Most state archives and state
libraries keep lists of professional
researchers who specialize in the
records of that state. Sometimes
the lists are even by county. Call
and ask if they can send you a list.

for Native Americans (ANA) in the
Deparfment of Health and Human
Services. They fund petitioners.
See the list of addresses in the
appendix.

Take full advantage of your
counfy library, county historical
society, etc. Their staffs have often
been very helpful to petitioners and
have considerable knowledge.

Locate other funding sources:
these may be private foundations,
church groups, etc. Some
petitioners have received
Sants
from local businesses and
developers.

Contact professional
organizations: call your state
historical society; ask the American
Anthropological Association for a
list of anthropological societies in
your state; and contact the Board
for Certification of Genealogists for
a list of certified genealogical
record searchers or certified
American Indian lineage specialists
in your area.
Contact nationwide
American Indian organizations for
recommendations.

If we decide that we do need
professional assistance, how
do we pay for it?
C
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ontact the Adrninisfration

Conduct fund-raising events.
Acfual examples of fund-raisers
include petitioners who have: run a
salmon bake at the state fair, a
potv-wow, or charity bingo, oflered
communify education classes, held
box socials, and charged admission
to the petitioner's museum.

What is the relationship
befween BAR staff and our
petition researchers?
BAR staff will be glad to
provide technical assistance to your
petition researchers, whether they
are members of your group, outside
employees, contractors or
volunteers.

Can we use professional
researchers and do petition
research ourselves?

llow do we keep control of
the petition process?

/Set

Yes! Think of ways you can

/Keep

use volunteers and professional

consultants.
The more your members do
themselves, the cheaper it will be.
Also, you will have a befter idea of
what information is in the petition
and why it is there. See if the
genealogist you hire is willing to
hold a workshop that teaches your
members to filI out their own
Individual History Charts and
Ancestry Charts. See if an
anthropologist will teach your
members how to hold oral
interviews with each other. See if
your historian will help you hold a
family and tribal history fair for
your teenagers to do projects, be
judged, and receive prizes.

Many consultants can train
your members to do important
research. They can hold
workshops, run training sessions or
employ interns.
Use the acknowledgment
process to develop the human
resources of your tribe.

up a flow chart;
research records;

/Keep financial

records:

and

/Decide if you want to
computerize some records, such as
membership or genealogY. If so,
decide which computer Programs
(software) you want to get and
which mechanical comPuter sYstem
(hardware) you need to run the
progrcms.

How do we get our moneyrs
worth?
Most consultants want to do
a good job for you. The best
working situations for both
petitioner and consultants resuits
when both parties explicitly agree
(put in writing) on what Product is
being purchased and set uP a work
and payment schedule.
Communicate often with Your
consultants and researchers.

Remember. You get out of a
consultant what You Put in.
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Expecting a consultant to do the
work on his or her own will not
help you and your members
understand how to develop a welldocumented petition, how to
interpret Federal regulations, how
to present your axgument in public
or to your own people, or how to
preserve your own history -- all
activities of Federally recognized
tribes.

lMake

sure the researchers
follow the "scope of work."

/If

your researcher decides
to deviate from the o'scope of
work," make sure he or she gets
your oookay" in writing.

/Evaluate progress on a
regular basis.

What can we do specificaily?

Who owns the records and
documents?

lHave your grcup's lawyer
check over the contract terms
before you hire a researcher;

Who owns the records and
documents located by researchers
should be expressly covered by the
contract. It is best if your tribe
owns the records and makes sure
that your researchers turn all
records and documents they locate
over to the tribe. This requirement
should be in the contract.

/Make

sure the,,scope of
work" detailed in the contract is
directly related to showing you
meet the acknowledgment criteria.
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llow can the governing body

research is in progress.

deal with conflicts between
discoveries made during
petition research and the
group's view of itself and its

educational role;

own histoty?

goup

Your researchers may find,
as they work, that not all of your
group's traditions about its history

sure everyone in the
goup knows how the information
will affect the petition; and

and development can be supPorted
with wriuen records.

They may even find out that
some of the traditions are directly
contradicted by the written records.
For instance, they may find that
some families do not descend from
the same historic tribe which the
goup claims, but from another
tribe that joined your community at
a later point in time. They may
identifr non-Indian ancestry.
These situations can lead to
confroversies and hard feelings
within your group's membership.
In extreme cases, they can lead to
splits and the development of
splinter groups, or to the
suspension of the petition process.

lTake on an active,

lMake

sure everyone in the
knows what has been found;

/Make

lIf

you think that Your
consultant's research findings may
be faulty, seek a second or even

third opinion from qualified
researchers who can evaluate the
evidence.
Remember that the
petitioning process almost always
results in surprises. ManY times
these surprises have been ofgreat
fascination to the membership. The
BIA staffwill work with You to try

to help explain or reconcile
contradictions in the findings.

It is the responsibility of the
group's governing body to deal
with these situations as the petition
33

How Can We Demonstrate the
Existence of Our Tribe?

Th. petition is evaluated
I uy BAR sraff who work
for the BlA. The BIA recommends
a decision to the Assistant
Secretary for tndian Affairs in the
Deparnnent of lnterior. Prepare
the petition in a factual, businesslike way so that these people who
work for these government
agencies can understand it.
Experirnental or overly sentimental
writing may only end up lowering
the overall credibility of your
petition.

To rnove the evaluation and
review of your petition faster, you
should focus on explaining how
your goup meets the regulations
(which will get you acknowledged
through the process the way it
exists now). Arguing against the
regulations (if you or your lawyers
don't agree with them,
philosophically or legally) may not
mafier in the end and will often
take valuable energy, time and
resources away from advancing
your goal of acknowledgment.
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Who may be acknowledged
under the regulations?

Does the BIA take historical
circumstances into

consideration?
Basically, the following
types of petitioner may be
acknowledged under the 25 CFR
Pafl 83 regulations:

Yes. This requirement is
written specifically into the
regulations.

/Historic tribes which have
continued to exist'

/Amalgamated historic
tribes, such as the Tunica-Biloxi;
and

/Groups that represent a
continuing portion of a historic
tribe, such as the Jena Choctaw,
the Huron Potawatomi and
Snoqualmie.

Does BIA expect an

unacknowledged group to be
organized like a reserration
tribe?
No. But a successful
petitioner does have to demonstrate
continued tribal existence.
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What is the impact of
cultural assimilation
(conversion to Christianif'
taking on nine-to-five jobs,
and eating "Big Macts,"
etc.)?
As long

as the grouP has

continued to maintain tribal
existence, culfural assimilation is
not a problem. For examPle, the
communities of several successful
petitioners have long been focused
around the churches ofseveral
Christian denominations. Virtually
all petitioners, like many Indians
throughout the country, have taken
on characteristics of the dominant
society and culrure.

llthile vLsiting the Mattaponifor a genealogt worl<shop, BIA researchers
photographed the Mattaponi Indian Church, located in the petitioner's state reservation.
Several tribes recognized through the administrative process have presened their
commrmities in large pmt through their churches. Examples include the MoheganTribe
and the Poach Creek.

What is the impact of
marriage to non-Indians?
As long as the Indian spouse
and his or her children and their
descendants have maintained
contact with the tribal community,
marriage outside the group does
not represent a problem.

However, if the Indian
spouses left the tribal community
and their families have not
maintained continued contact with
the fribe, it may represent a
problem for the petitioner,
especially if most of the
petitioner's ancestors followed a
similar pattern of out marriage and
movement away from the tribe.

The BIA researchers €$sume
that people marry those they
associate with. So if succeeding
generations marry non-Indians, it
suggests that they are n0 longer
bound to an Indian community.
The question is not whether
your ancestors married nonIndians. The issue is whether their
descendants maintained contact, or
'"fribal relations," with the tribe.

What is the impact of not
having a land base?
The regulations under 25
CFR Part 83 do not require that the
petitioner have a land base.
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The acknowledgment
regulations do not have the same
requirement for land that was
imposed in the 1930's for
reorganizing under the Indian
Reorganization Act (IRA, or
Wheeler-Howard Ac|.

/Individual Indian
descendants;

lT1te

descendants of one
Indian ancestor (a "lineage") who
became separated from his or her

tribe and now has many
descendants;

What is the minimum Indian
blood quantum we need for
acknowledgment?
The BtA sets no minimum
blood quantum requirement for
acknowledgment purposes, but
does require descent from a historic
tribe. If your Soup decides to
establish a blood quantum
requirement for membership, that is
your own decision. However, it is
not required by the
acknowledgment regulations.

Who canft be acknowledged
as tribes under the
regulations?
Generally, the following
cannot be acknowledged under the
25 CFR Part 83 regulations
because they would not meet all
seven mandatory criteria:
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/Groups of "Indian
descendants" of one historic tribe
who are no longer in tribal
reiations;

/

"Reconstructed" Indian
grcups who have gathered together
scattered remnants of colonial
Indian tribes that ceased to exist for
long intervals;

/Recently created Indian
groups that gather together Indians
of many tribal origins, either locally
or nationally; and
organized groups of
off-reservation Indian descendants
who no longer meet the
membership requirements of the
recognized tribe from which they
descend.

/Newly

If we go through the whole
acknowledgment process and
are denied recognition, may
we try again?

"expedited negative" finding
without doing a full evaluation.
The purpose is to save time and
money and get right to essential
issues.

No. The acknowledgment
regulations, 25 CFR Part 83,
forbids re-petitioning by:

/Groups that have
previously petitioned under these
or earlier regulations and were
denied Federal acknowledgment;

/Reorganized or
reconstifuted petitioners which
were previously denied Federal
acknowledgment under these or
earlier regulations; and

/

Splinter groups, spin-offs,
or component groups of any fype
which were once part of petitioners
previously denied.

What is an expedited
negative finding?
When the BLA believes that
for some reason a petitioner cannot
possibly qualiff, it may issue an

As specified in the
regulations, an expedited negative
Proposed Finding maY be issued
before a "ready" petition is placed
on active consideration if the
govemment's analYsis clearlY finds
that:

/ The petitioner's members
lack Indian ancestry and/or tribal
descent;

/Most of the petitioner's
members are members of an
already recognized tribe;

{The petitioner

is a tribe
whose relationship to the United
States government has been
terminated or othenryise legallY
barred by Congress.

Ilave all of the Petitioners
who have been furned down
been turned down for PrettY
much the same reasons?
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No, there has not been any
one universal reason.
Some unsuccessful
petitioners have shown the

existence of strong modern
community, but have not been able
to show that their ancestors were
American Indians.
Some unsuccessful

petitioners were undoubtedly
descended from historic tribes, but
their members have not stayed in
tribal relations throughout time.
Their tribes have basically
disbanded.
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What are the "Criteria"?

ederal acknowledgment
is based on a set of
required standards which are called
"criteria." These standards are
located in g 83.7 of the
acknowledgment regulations.
There are seven mandatory
criteria. The rest of this section
describes the criteria.

83.7(a) Requires that the
petitioning entify have been
identified by reliable
external sources on a
substantially continuous
basis as an Indian entity
since 1900.

What is the difference

between a 3'tribett and an

"entity?tt
4l

Some Indian goverrrments are
called "tribes" and others are called

"bands," "pueblos,"'Villages," or
"c0mmunities," and each term has
a special meaning. We use o,entify"
to describe generally a political,
self-goveming group.

What does it mean to be
"identified. . . as an Indian
enfitytt?
Basically, the external
identifications of your group should
not just say, "Joe Blow is an
Indian" or "Jarle Doe's family had
Indian ancestry." Ideally, it should
say something such as, "There is an
Indian settlement located on
Whitewicker Creek" or "The
Indians around here run that church
on Stonewall Road," or "There's a
group of Creeks who have been
here for as long as anyone
remembers." A group is identified,
not only an individual.

What's 66substantially
continuous?tt
There are no long
intem.rptions in the tribe's members
doing things together such as tiving
42

together, worshiping together or
meeting and making decisions on
behalf of the group.

Activity levels may rise and
fall, and the degree of involvement
may vary from total involvement
most of the members to
involvement of fewer members.
However, there should not have
been a period when an entire
generation lost contact with one
another.

of

There should not appear in a
group's history a scenario, for
example, that played out when all
the families moved away from what
may have been viewed as an Indian
village or neighborhood and lost
touch with one another. After a
generation or two, one couple
retired, c€rme back, and
repurchased the old family farm.
Their presence then encouraged
other relatives, either from their
own lineage or from several
lineages to move back to the "old
homesteads." This kind of gap in a
group's activities has not been
viewed in past decisions as
o'substantially
continuous, " under
the regulations
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The special Indian populotion schedale, above, is very useful in determining
*tflt in 1900'
gene;bgicat retatioihips. However, it is also useful because il shows
|*o*trigrable outsiders, in this case the census enltmerator, identified the Mattaponi
(a) in that year' It dlso
Indian Town. This is evideftce rhat the group meets criterion
geographically contiguous
shows that in 1900 mary Mattaponi ancestors lived in a
community, excellent midencefor meeting criterion ft)'
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Why does this requirement
start in 1900 in the revised
regulations?
In the original regulations,
the petitioner w€ts required to show
they met this criterion [and also
criteria (b) and (c)l from first
contact with non-Indians.
The regulations adopted in
1994 set 1900 as a start date for
criterion (a) in order to:

/reduce the burden of
research for all petitioners;

/ av oid. certain probiems
with the historical record in some
regions of the country; and

/cut

out duplication

of

materials.

Does there have to be some

kind of documentation from
each decade since 1900?
Yes.

M

83.7(b) Requires that the
petitioner has maintained a
confinuous communify from
historical times to the
present day.

What were "historical
timestt?
They vary with the time of
contact with non-Indians. For an
east coast tribe who dealt with the
English colonists of Jarnestown or
Plymouth Bay, the first sustained
contact with non-Indians could
have happened in the fint half of
the 17th century. For a Michigan
tribe that dealt with the French in
Quebec, it could also be the 17th
century. For a New Mexico tribe
that was contacted by the Spanish,
it could be even earlier.

However, some tribes did not have
sustained contact with non-Indians
until the middle of the 19th cenfury"
For example, some northern
California tribes did not experience
sustained contact until the Gold
Rush of 1849.

!
#
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Do we need an
archaeologist?

research be relevant.

Do we need to have kept;

Native language?
No, but if you have done so,
it is very strong evidence for tribal
continuity.

Native religion?
No. However, a common
Because archeologicai
excavations can show that Indians
with a cerlain kind of material
culture lived in a given are4 but
provide no way to link that material
culture to known ancestors of the
petitioning group.

Archaeological excavations
often date to the time before nonIndian settlement occurred. The
acknowledgment criteria only
concern the time after Europeans
settled a region. Even historical
archaeology, which is concerned
with post contact sites, provides
little information which would be
useful to acknowledgment
petitioners. Only when researchers
are able to link narned people to the
sites using documentary research
methods would archaeological

religious belief and activities may
be important evidence of a
community, ffid several successful
petitioners have had their
communities centered around
Christian churches of various
denominations.

Native culture?
No. The regulations require
that your goup be in some way
distinct from the wider sociefy, but
this does not require that it have
maintained your ancestors' precontact life style or even a separate
culture.

What's the easy way to show
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that we have a modern
community and had a tribal
communify in the past?
Do you have, or did you
have at some past time:

/ A geographical

settlement

where more than half your
members lived?

/Maintenance and use of
the tribal language?

lMorethan half of your
group's members marrying each
other?

If

so, have your petition
researchers take a look at the

provisions of 25 CFR g3.7(bX2).

\ilhat if we canrt do it using
the short cut?
Then follow the standard
requirements in 33.7(bX I ).

Ifow do we show

ttinteractiontt among
our

members?
What are some activities that
show a group maintains tribal
relations? Positive answers to the
following questions indicate that
your group may maintain tribal
relations.

lDa we know each other
for a long time and in different
aspects?

A Condolence Bookfrom afuneral was
submitted by a Michigan group. It
included 28 pages of signatures, more
than half tribal members who
represented all age, lineage and
political groups within the
m e m bers hip. C ombined w ith
similar evidencefrom many tfune
periods and situations, the
petitioner was able to show that
their members had a long and close
history of social interaction and met
criterion (b) -for community.

lDo

you attend social
functions only for their own nuclear
families but almost never for other

{Do we attend each other's

members?

we visit each other,
including distant relatives?

funerals, weddings, graduation
parties, etc.?

lDo

/

Are almost all your social
contacts with non-members?

{Do

we argue with each
other over issues that are important
to the tribe?

/You don't

seem to know
or care what the other members do

when they aren't at your meetings?

{Do

we share information
so that we know about each other's
problems and triumphs? Do we
quickly pass information from one
person to another until the entire
group is informed of important
news?

/

Are you content to let a
dozen of the 2,000 people on the
membership list make all the
decisions and carry them out?

If we have serious conflicts
What are some activities that
do not show a group
maintains tribal relations?
Positive answers indicate a
lack of tribal relations.

lDo

you have to introduce
your council members to each other
before you introduce them to the
BAR representative?

within our group does this
mean we dontt have a

unified tribal community?
No, not necessarily. It may
mean that members are informed
and concerned about what is going
on. Sometimes members see
serious conflicts as embarrassing.
However, the BIA does not
automatically classify them as
negative evidence.

{Do

you oniy see one
another annually at the tribal
meeting, if then?
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83.7(c) Requires that the
group show that it has
maintained political
authorify or influence on a
su bstantially continuous
basis from historical times
until the present day.

Does this require the group
to have had a formal

structure (couneils and
elections) throughout time?
No. The Acknowledgment
regulations do not require a
political structure like an IRA
constitution, or an authoritarian
chief. Leadership may be informal,
and may be found in churches,
schools, etc.

and extends outside one's own
farnily.

If almost no one in the group
would dream of making a
significant decision (moving to
Omahq going to Harvard, or
joining the army) without checking
with "great-aunt Berth4" you have
informal leadership.

What kind of activities show
leadership?
Leaders may on occasion:

/Resolve conflicts among
members;

/Represent the opinions of a
part of the group to the council;

lOryanize group efforts to

What is informal leadership?
Informal leadership means
that certain individuals in your
group not holding an ofhce or title
are able to influence the behavior
of other members. Such
individuals may be old or young,
male or female. Informal
leadership is often based on kinship
48

restore a group's building, such as
an "Indian Church;"

/Raise funds on behalf of
the group; and

/Mediate befween the group
and outsiders such as the local
school system or fish cannery.

Don't forget that women

Z

may be leaders. Examples from
actual c.Nes include the Mohegan

women's sewing circles which
marshaled opinion, raised money
and organized activities and the
Jena Choctaw midwife/care giver
who organized welfare proje-cts for
her community.

83.7(d) Requires that the
group submit a copy of its
governing document, or if it
does not have a formal
governing document, a
statement describing its
membership criteria and

Why is it required that there

be followers as well as
leaders?

There is a recurring problem
of ,.h.. self-appointed chief among
petitioners. He or she may mail
Iot of leners to public offitids,
.rn*:l in local parades wearing a
headdress or beadwork, and *i*n
make speeches about the group,s
history ar the Kiwanis CtuU. But
almost nobody on his membership
list knows or cetres what he does.
Do his or her actions demonstrate
political activity and.infl uence?
Not according to the
acknowledgment regulations, the
way they have been applied and
coufi decisions. Leaders by
definition must have followers.

i

\ilhat if we have a governing
document, but it doesn't
discuss how people qualiS
for membership?
If the governing document
does not include a statement of

how your group determines its
membership, you must provide a
sepa"rate, written statement in your
petition.

What if we don't have
governing document?

a

If there is no written
governing document, write up a
statement describing how your
goup governs its af,fairs,
determines its membership, and
keeps a record of its actions and
decisions.
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How could anybody possibly
fail to have a governing
document or statement?
Actually, no petitioner ever
has failed this criterion. Those
petitioners who did not have a
written governing document when
they began the process either
adopted one or developed a written
statement describing a traditional
form of government. If you are
acknowledged, the BLA will use
these documents to help you define
your relationship to the U.S.
govemment.

bands, or villages joined together
and acted politically as a single

goup.

How do we show that we are
descended from a historic
tribe?
The basic requirement is that
you submit a current membership
list, copies of any available past
membership lists, and ancestry
charts for all members showing
their Indian tribal ancestry.

What information should be
83.7(e) Requires that the
current members of the
petitioning group, as a
wholeo descend from a
historic tribe or tribes which
amalgamated.

on the membership list?
The membership list should
be a current list of all members.
This list must contain the following
items of information according to
the regulations:

r/ Full name of member;
What do you mean by
"amalgamated?to
"Amalgamated" means that
two or more Indian tribes, or
50

y'
y'

Date of birth;

Current residential
address (including ZIP code); and

/

Maiden name of married

women.
The BAR staff evaluating the
petition finds it very useful if the
membership list also contains the
following items of information:

y'

Enrollment number;

y' Placeofbirth;

r'

y'rrty former names

of

persons who have married more
than once, changed their names
legally, etc,;

y'

the genealogist. For example, the
anthropologist can use this
information to identify residential
patterns, migration patterns, age
distribution patterns, etc.
Additionally, it is used to determine
that the membership does not
substantially duplicate that of
another tribe or petitioner.

Name of father;

The past membership lists
are used in determining whether or
not the group's membership has
been consistent over time - the
surme family lines, etc. -- and
whether or not the current
petitioner represents only one part
of the group's historical
membership.

/

Tribe of father and
enrollment number;

r/

lVhat are the ancestry charts
Maiden name of mother;

used for?

and

y'

Tnbe of mother and
enrollment number.

What is the membership list
used for?
The current membership list
is used by BIA researchers in
several ways. It is not just used by

The genealogical information
concerning the members' ancestry
is used by the BIA researchers,
together with the membership list,
to veriff farnily relationships within
the group, to determine that the
group's mernbers are Indian and
descended from a historical tribe or
tribes which combined.
However, the genealogical
51
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information is also used to verifu
other criteria: to determine that the
petitioners are not substantially
enrolled in other Indian tribes, and
have not individually or as a group
been terminated or otherwise
forbidden the Federal relationship.

Do we need to submit a
separate ancestry chart
every single person?

k tur
lt{.d:b&r6.tit]
h. rt:J
F#IJ*BBN
M&enus
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wrc OtuM^Yff
h: lt$
H: ltll

for

No, nuclear families (that is - parents and their sons and
daughters) may be grouped
together.
A Family Group Sheet" shawing a
couple and their children.

What are "historic" or
" historical" Indian tribes?
These are tribes that existed when
non-Indians sefiled in the
petitioner's immediate teritory -or parts of these tribes, or
combinations of them. Basically,
you can find them listed in the
standard reference manuals like
Hodge, Swanton, or the
Smithsonian Handbook (see the
appendix, which lists these books).
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descendsils of an individual:
Compue to the Drop Chart,
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Chart showing the kinship relationships
an individual lo her kin. This charl can

sometimes help illustrate uoss-catting

of

kin |inks

in elosely related groups.

you

facilitge geneslogical research. Afrer entering genealogical data once,
caniutomitically manipulate the data in usefut ways. Above are some of the dfferent
Computers

kin* of charts that one computer safiware program allows you to produce' Most
progri*, now do not allow you to enter conflicting data, which is especially helpfulfor
groups inwhich many members have the same or similar surnames.
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Do we have fo throw out
members who can't prove
Indian ancestry?
Not in order to meet the 25
CFR Pan 83 regulations. The
regulations do not require that 100
percent of your individual
members demonstrate Indian
ancestry in order for your group to
qualifr for acknowledgment. Is it
the case of an adopted child? Is it
the case of an Indian family, who
joined your community in 1855,
and has been active ever since? If
the answer is yes, then depending
on the specific circumstances,
acknowledgment may not be
negatively affected. We
discourage adopting non-Indian
spouses and step-children.

How many Indian ancestors
do we need?

membership and showing you have
maintained your tribe's social and
political entify.

Do we have to look for
descendants of the people
who left?

No.

The principles behind
the regulations discourage this.
Their ancestors were part of your
group's history and should be
discussed as part of your group's

history.
But ifthey chose to leave,
and no one in your group knows
their great-grandchildren any more,
they are no longer part of your
goup, and their presence on the
membership list will make it much
harder for you to show the
existence of modern communiry.
This applies equally to people who
left voluntarily and those who were
forced to leave.

Since tribes are political

instifutions, you certainly need
more than one person or one
nuclear family (wife, husband, and
their children).

It is important to understand
the relationship between
54

Do we have to take them if
they find us and want back
in?

L=J
Not if you write the
membership qualifications to
require continuing tribal relations
or descent from a relatively recent
list.

83.7(0 Requires that a
petitioner's members not be
mostly members of an
{fgqdy recognized tribe.
If a majority of your group's
members have never been enrolled
in a federally acknowledged rribe,
you only need to present a short
statement saying so.

membership is composed
principally of persons whose names
have appeared on the rolis of, or
who have been otherwise
associated with, acknowledged
North American Indian tribes if it
meets criteria 83.7(a) - (e) and (g)
and IF the group establishes:

r'

that it has functioned
throughout history until the present
as a separate and autonomous
Indian tribal entity;

r' thx its members

do not

maintain a bilateral political
relationship with a federally
acknowledged North American
Indian tribe; and

t/ that its members have
Why was this criterion
included?

provided written confirmation of
their membership in the petitioning

soup.

The Federal
Acknowledgment process ccrnnot
be used to break up acknowledged
tribes. Even though unrelated
groups may have been put together
on one reservation, they must seek
Congressional action or some other
route to be separated.

technical discussion may be found
in the proposed finding on the
Yuchi Tribal Organization on the
BAR home page, the San Juan
Southern Paiute final determination
and court decisions following that
decision.

The 1994 regulations clarifr
that a group MAY be
acknowledged even it its

Individuals should be urged
not to give up their membership in
federally-recognized tribes because

An even more detailed,

they believe the unrecognized
group may be acknowledged. If
the petitioner is not acknowledged,
the individuals will be without

tribal affiliation. After
acknowledgment, the individuals
may change their affiliation,
depending on the provisions of the
individual tribal constitutions.

can advise you on what other
groups have done to be restored.

You will have to contact your
Member of Congress and seek
legislation to restore your group.
Congress usually consults
with the BIA on restorations, so it
may speed up Congressional
consideration of restoration

legislation if you work with the

BIA on restorations.

83.7(9) Forbids the Federal
Acknowledgment Process to
acknowledge groups which
were terminated by
Iegislation.

What if our group had prior
Federal acknowledgment?
When is this determined?
During the Technical
Assistance phase of preparing your
petition.

What is the reason for this?
The administrative process
can't undo what Congress has done.

What does making this
decision involve?
During the Technical

What do we do if our group
was terminated by
Congress?
If you have legislation from
the 1950's or 1960's which
terminated your tribe's relationship
to the United States, the BAR staff
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Assistance process, the BIA
researchers provisionally determine
three things:

/Whether the historic tribe
claimed by the petitioner was
federally acknowledged ;

/Whether the petitioner is
the same group, or derives from the
group, which was federally
acknowledged; and

/When

was the last point
of unambiguous previous Federal
acknowledgment.

What kinds of activities
represent unambiguous
prior acknowledgment of a

tribe?
Very briefly, examples
would be:
/)t{egotiating or signing a
treaty with the Federai
Government;

/ The Federal Government
declaring war on or removing a
tribe;

/Placement on a reservation
by the Federal Government;

/Being denominated a tribe
by Congressionai action or
Executive Order; and

/ Having collective rights in

What kinds of activities don't
represent unambiguous
prior acknowledgment of a
tribe?
Very briefly, examples would be:

/Pursuing claims against the
Federal Government even if that
effort results in a Court of Claims
or Indian Claims Commission
decision;

/Having

the names

of

persons in your goup or their
ancestors appear on judgment rolls;
and

/Flaving members of your
group receive health or educational
benefits on the basis of their
individual stafus as Indians.
The BIA distinguishes
between government actions
involving Indian tribes and
government actions involving
Indian individuals. To qualify as a
tribe, you must show government
actions involving your tribe as a
political entity, not merely
individuals who are members of
your tribe or group. The BIA staff
can advise you on this.

tribal lands or funds administered
by the Federal Government.
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what are the advantages

to
a petitioner of using this
prior acknowledgmenl

time period during which you need
to show criteria B3.z(b) and g3.7(c)
is considerably reduced.

provision?
If your group

Read section 83,10 of the
reeulations to learn more about

has
Federal
of

previous recognition and how it
affects your petition.

unambiguous previous
acknowledgment, your burden
proof is reduced, and the

criteria Not Met by Petitioners Denied Acknowledgment through 25
cFR
-E
A

,
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Rwiew

Review

Does our GrouP Meet the

documented, Petition.

Criteria?

A successful Petitioner
A.o.t meet aii seven
mandatory criteria-

Failure to meet anY one of
the mandatory criteria will result in
a negative proposed finding and a
negative final determination.
Because of this, it is useful for each
petitioning group to make a
preliminary feasibility review and
decide whether or not to continue
the preparation of a full,

Why should a Petitioner
make a preliminary
feasibilitY review?
The comPletion of a
documented Petition bY anY group
can be a hard and time-consuming
process, which can also be
expensive. Each Petitioner must
decide whether Petitioning for
Federal acknowledgment is the best
use of the grouP's resources'
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feasibilify review based on?
The petitioner should make
preliminary evaluation
of their
group's genealory, history,
contempo rary or ganization
and
how it functions politically.

flow do we decide whether

researchers: it should be made
by
the group itsell
a

fs there any procedure for
withdrawing our letfer of
intent to petition, if we
decide not to finish the

process?

or not to continue?

The governing body ofthe
.
petitioning
_

group the board of
elders, officers and council,
or
other leadership sfructure _should

take the

,..ponribility of

familiarizing themselves with
the

Federal acknowledgment
criteriaAt this point, the governing body
should compare the petitioiing
group's genealogy, history,
anJ
contemporary organ ization to
the
requirements of the mandatory

criteri4 consult with the

membership, and decide whether
or
not it is a responsible use of the
group's resources to proceed
further in the petition process.
The decision as to whether
or not to continue with the
preparation of a complete,
do-cumented, petitionshould
not be
left to consultants and professional
60

may withdraw your
.Ietter ofYou
intent

at anyfime, tut your
goup will remain on the BAR

Status Report. Once your
documented petition is placed

on
active consideration, you may not
withdraw from the process. The
Assistant Secretary - Indian Affairs

will

issue a decision.

LJ

How Should We Arrange
Our Documented Petition?

Is there a required format
for arranging and

submitting our petition
materials?

No. A petition may be filed
in any form which the petitioner
believes most strongly presents the
group's case.

Who gets to read the
documented petition after we
submit it?

Submitted petitions become
public documents, available to anY
member of the public, including
interested and informed parties, on
the same basis as other records of
the Bureau of lndian Affairs.
Petitions are used by:

/Consultants for otler
petitioning goups;
/Congressional Staff;

/

State Governor' s Offi ces;
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/People who do not want
you to be recognized and are
preparing comments 0n your case;

,/BIA officials working with
your tribe after recognition; and

lmany others.

Does this mean that

everyone can look at our
personal papers?
No, not necessarily. Some
materials are protected under the
Privacy Act. These include:

r'

Mi\i:erqy service records
covering the last 72years.

An exception maY occur if in
the course of litigation, ajudge
orders records, norrnally protected
by the Privacy Act, be made
available.
When you prePare the
exhibits, try to separate PrivacY
materials from those that will be
publicly available.

What should be the maior
sections of a documented

petition?
y' Membership

lists;

y'

Genealogical materials
covering the last 72 years;

y'

Addresses;

y'

Phone numbers;

y' Dates and places of birth,
marriage and death;

y' Social

security numbers;

The following organization
is recommended:

/

Certifrcation of the
petition by your governing bodY;

y' Introduction;
y' Chronological Narrative
(brief);

y' DescriPtion of the Current
Group;

y' Health and benefit
records; and

/
criteriq
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Short discussion under the

r' List of Sources (formal
bibliography);

/

Exhibits;

r/ Certification of the
membership list by your governing
body;

y' Membership list;
y' Ancestry

charts and
individual history forms;

This arrangement is not a
requirement.

How Do We Submit the
Documented Petition?
Before you send in your
petition, make sure that you have
done the following things:

/Make

sure all the parts are

there;

lHave the governing body
certifr it;

/Make three copies to
submit; and

/Keep a copy yourself!
A lot of petitioners forget to
do these four simple things and
problems result.
We recommend that you
then send the petition by certified
mail with a return receipt
requested
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What Happens to the Documented
Petition after We Submitlt?
After we send in our
documented petition, what is
the timetable for getfing the
Technical Assistance review
back?

Th* reguiaions don't
I have a deadline for
issuing the Technical Assistance
letter. BAR has set up an informal
three-month in-house deadline. It
usually meets this deadline.

Do we only get one Technical
Assistance letter?
When you send in material in

response to the Technical
Assistance letter, you may request
another Technical Assi stance
review. This is optional" If you
don't ask for it, you won't get it.

IIow long do we have to
respond to the Technical
Assistance letter?
You have unlimited time to
send in your response to the
Technical Assistance lefter. Some
groups respond in three months;
other groups respond in three
years; and some never respond at
all.
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7_

It depends on how many

What does it mean to be
"ready for active
consideration?"
It means that you have
submitted everything that you
believe is necessary for the BIA
researchers to evaluate your
documented petition. It does not
mean that a decision has been
made. At this point your petition is
placed on a waiting list for your
case to be evaluated by BIA staff.

Who determines when it is
'6ready for active
consideration"?
The BIA looks at the
material you have sent and decides
whether or not you are "ready."

If something

essential is still
missing, iike an up-to-date current
membership list, or information
about your modern conmunity and
its political activities, you wiil be
told that you are not "ready."

How long do we have to wait
after our petition is
ttreadytt?
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other grcups are ahead of you on
the list, on when you are declared
"ready," and on the availabilif of
BIA professional staff to work on
evaluating your petition.

Can we submit more
material while we are
waiting?
Yes.

Does BIA do any work on
the petition while it is on the

ttreadyt'list?

A genealogist or assistant
will begin entering your
membership list into a data base
and your genealogical information
into a genealogy program, if you
have not submitted these in
computer-readable format. It is
during this stage of the procedure
that the BtA may decide to issue an
expedited negative proposed
finding if the government believes
the evidence clearly shows that the
petitioner does not meet criteria
(e), (0, or (g).

L:J
/Summary Under the

What does it mean to be

Criteria; and

placed on '6active
consideration?"

/Federal Register Notice.

Your petition is being
evaluated by BIA researchers. The
clock is ticking.

These are acoompanied by
the:

/Technical Reports;

How long will it take before

/List of Sources;

we get an initial decision?
It should be within one year, with

a

possible 180-day extension. The
initial decision is called a
"proposed finding""

In some complex cases, the BIA
has requested additional time. BLA
has also requested additional time
in unusual cases because of
changes in staff.

What is a proposed finding?
It is a preliminary decision
issued by the Assistant Secretary Indian Affairs, and contains the
formal notification as to whether or
not, on the basis of the documented
petition, the petitioner has been
determined to meet the criteria-

The official portions are the:

/

and

additional materials
such as a map supplement.
A..r;ly

Is a proposed finding ever
changed?
Yes, although a proposed
finding is a complete decision,
based on available information"
However, it may be reversed if new
information is discovered or a new
argument is made which changes
the initial finding. The government
has reversed three negative
proposed findings -- the GaY Head
Wampanoag, the Mohegan and the
Samish -- in the final
determinations. New information
may be located by the petitioners,
interested parties, experts who are
interested in the case, and the BIA
staff.
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What happens after the
Proposed Finding?
There is a 180-day comment
period from publication of the
FEDERAL REGISTER notice, a
possible 180-day extension, and a
possible additional extension for
good cause if progress is
demonsffated.
Comments on the proposed
finding are accepted from both the
petitioner and third parties.

At the end of the comment
period, the petitioner has 60 days
to respond to third-party
comments. Extensions are possible
if a lot of new material has been
submitted by the public during the
comment period.
The petitioner has the last
say during the comment periods.

What happens to the Public
Comments? How are they
treated?
Public comments, are
accepted frorn members of the
public either as interested parties or
68

informed parties. They are
considered in the preparation of the
final determination if they pertain
to the facts and argument of the
ctNe.

Political comments, such as
those dealing with the economic
impact of acknowledgment on the
surrounding non-lndian population,
would not be relevant to the
acknowledgment decision;
decisions are not based on political
factors.

When do we receive a final
determination?
The BLA consulrs with the
petitioner and interested parties to
set up a schedule for preparing the
final determination. The Assistant
Secretary - Indian Affairs decides
when the BIA will begin work on
the final determination based
mainly on the availability of sraff.

BIA researchers prepare the
recommendation, taking into
account the petitioner's response to
the finding, ily public comments
received, and the petitioner's
response to the public comments.

The Assistant Secretary Indian Affairs issues the final
determination, within 60 days of
the negotiated date to begin work.
The Assistant Secretary may
extend the time if a lot of new
material has been submitted.

When the final determination
is issued, a notice of the finai
determination is published in the
FEDERAL REGISTER.

When are decisions final?
The effective date is 90 days
after publication of the notice of the
final determination in the
FEDERAL REGISTER, unless
reconsideration is requested.

How Can \ile Appeal the
Decision? If we don't agree
with the final determination,

Indian Appeals. The IBIA is part
of the Department ofthe Interior,
but it is independent of the BIA and
the Assistant Secretary - Indian
Affairs.
The IBIA decision is issued by an
administrative law judge.

What can the IBIA do?
They can return the decision
to the BIA for reconsideration, or
affirm the BIA decision; or refer
the decision to the Secretary of the
Interior, who has discretion to ask
the Assistant Secretary to
reconsider the final determination..

Who can ask for
reconsideration?
The petitioner or an
interested paffy.

do we have any recourse?
The regulations provide for a
review of requests for
reconsideration in the IBIA.

What if we still don't like the
results?
If you don't agree with the

\ilho or what

is the

IBIA?

It's the Interior Board

decision, you may sue in the
Federal courts. Some petitioners
have done so.

of
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Do we have to go to the IBIA
before going to court?
No. requesting
reconsideration before the
optional.
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IBIA

is

APPENDIX

I. Forms and Examples
The sample forms are included here only to assist groups that do not have forms for
gathering the necessary information required in Section 83.7(e) of the Federal
Acknowledgment regulations. Tbe information may be submitted in any other format that
includes the necessary data including on computer diskettes.
The next pages include the following examples:

rzlndividual History Chart,
y'Ancestry CharL
y'Membership List,

{l.e,tler of lntent to Petition,
/Certification of a petition by the petitionet's governing body, and
y'Certrfication of a membership list by the petitionefs governing body.
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y'Letter of Intent to petition

Xarch 9, l99S

Indian Reservation
Iattaponi_
Route 2, Box 310
West

Bureau of fndian Affairs
of Acknosledgeroent and
9f+1"!.
flarr
srop 4627-i$B
18th.and C Streets, N.W.
Washingrton, D. C. 2O24O

Point, yA

23191

Research

Dear Adninistrator:

ilattaponi
(ilattaponi 11aian Reservation) is writing
to express its fribe
inteniions io- teli€i"n
ror status crarificat,ion.
The

r:#:rfr::'13.:5 13"nff:Er,::ffiii:l [;'il:'il"i1;u'3i3i"*"
Webster Custalow, Chief
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y'Certification of a petition bv
&e petifioner's governing bodv

lluunml$n TrDe
15616 - lst Ave. S.
Seattle, Wash- 98148
(206) 2,11-0606

OctobeE

f6. I9e7

of Acknohr ledgnent Researca
ot Indian Aftairs
I95l Con.stitution Avenue, I -H.
South Intetioc Buil.ding, Roon 32
tlashington, D-C. 2A245
BEaach

Bureau

To vhon it nag concern:

ft:js ietter is to certify tttat t}le petjtion tot
Federal
Actro?,ledga€rt herebg submitted contains data
of and for the Dwaish
Irrbe and is true and. correct to tlle Dest of our
kno?ledge.

Cecile Itax?e

L-1r.,.t
anr

i-/Ya---"--.<zelco"nc:-]--

Fasmussen

,/ar-.^-1ZL
Norman Perrkins

r</-<4*

/tt.ty-/
Cindg ,tillias

t{0v
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- CounEf
- Co,rncjl-

2

7

y'Certificat

Duuomlsn TrlDe
tSOf O'

tst Ave. S'

Seattle, Wastr. 98148
(206) 2{4-{t6O6

octobet 16,

1987

Brach of Ackt2fitleilg@nt Sesearcb
Bureau of hiti-an lffairs
7951 ConstituXian Averue, E-YBuiTiling, RooD j2
Souur rntirjor
tlasbingtoa, D.C. 20245
To Hhom j t lag coDc.ert.'

filjs lette. is to c€rtifg tlat tbe fjtal list of teabersllip
subFitted vjti tbe Petjtion foE Federat &k,1o'tled9''ent js true ajrd
correct to tie best of ait Ero(Iedge.

Cecile tlax'€

Franlr ?eIeE - @u'.cil

M
A,t,

Doug

/t

Rasr?ussen

' &uneil

|restoa - council

41,**

/1/ ,, _

Eatuan P€rtins

-

@unc-i]

y'm*- g. lJr,z/--.,---

v//

Cindy tliTliaas

- Councjl

status ClarJf l"cat.lon Cletk
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Lu
II.

ADDRESSES

Branch of Acknowledgment and Research
Bureau of Indian Atrairs

MS 46O3.MIB
1849 C Steeg N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20240

Administration for Native Americans (ANA)
Eastern Division
Departrnent of Health and Human Services
200 Independence Avenue, SW
Room 344F
Washington, DC 20201-000

I

Falmouth lnstitute
3918 Prosperity Avenue, Suite 302

Fairfa:L VL22CI3l
(703) 641,9100
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Some Basic Reference Works:

BAR has tried to make the following list brief, basic, an4 as far as possible
and appropriate, recent. Use the bibliographies in recent books to guide
you to those with earlier dates of publication.

American Anthropological Association
A Guide to Departnents/A Directory of Members. Washington, DC:
American Anthropological Association.
Use the most recent edition, whatever it may be, for up to date addresses.
American Association for State and Local History
Directory of Historical Societies and Agencies in the United States and
Canada. Nashville, TN: American Association for Sate and Local
History.
Use the most recent edition, whatever it may be, for up to date addresses.
Falmouth lnstitute
Guide to Understanding Tribal Status Clarification and Federal
Acknowledgment. Fairfa4 VA: The Falmouth Institute.

l994ca.

Handbook of North American Indians
Handbook of North American Indians. William C. Sturdevant, General
Editor. Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian Institution. 20 volumes planned;
not all published by 1995.

lg78-

Handy Book for Genealogists
The Handy Book for Genealogisa. George B' Everton, Sr.. ed' Logan,
Utah: The Everton Publishers, lnc'
Use the most recent edition, whatever it may be. It will provide addresses
for state archives, state libraries, state bureaus of vital statistics, etc.

Hill, Edward E., comp.
Preliminary Inventories: The National Archives of the United States.
t965
Number 163: Records of the Bureau of Indian Affairs. 2 volumes.
Washinglon, DC: National Archives and Records Service, General
Services Administration.

79

Hodge, Frederick Webb, ed.
L9A7

Handbook of American Indians Norttr
of Mexico. smithsonian Institution,
Bureau of American Ethnolory, Bulletin
30. Washington, D.C.:
Government Printing office.-3til useftr
for the identification of historic
tribes.

Meyer, Mary K.

use the current edition, whatevir it may be,
for up to date addresses.
Neagles, James C. and Mark C. Neagles.

1990

The I.ihran,
^f /.^--].^^.
Research. Salt l,ake City,

tll'

Anrest y pubiishin&

Smithsonian Handbook. See:
Swanton, John R.

t952

The Indian Tribes of North America. smithsonian Institution,
Bureau
American Ethnorory, Builetin t+slwastrington,
D.c.: united States
Government printing Offi ce.

Szucs, Loretto Dennis and Sandra Hargreaves
Luebking

1988
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The Arohiwoc. a /'t,,Jr^ 1^ 3L^ rr^ai- ,
Lake City, UT: Ancesty publishing;

,

Salt

of

